Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

HoopStats

Predrag Filipovikj

Attended by
Andreas Köhle
Bal Krishna
Nyaupane
Predrag Filipovikj
Armindo Simões
Igor Šaric
Dino Blažeka

Location
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb

Date

2012/11/30

Start-end time

18:00-19:00

Location / type

Västerås-Zagreb/skype
chat

Remarks
Come late to the meeting because previously we had meeting at the
university with the supervisor and the professor.
Armindo had an exam in the same time.

Current status of the project
Discussion about the current state of the project after the groups had separate meetings with supervisor and professor.
Conclusions
 The team is aware of the previously made mistakes. Try to make new functional plan in order to fulfill next deliverables
and meet the deadlines
 There has been some progress in the UI part this week.
Actions
 Dino must commit the work no later than 2012-11-30 18:00. Send an email to Predrag to notify him that the commit has
been done.

New organization in the team
The current Human resource configuration did not produce the expected results. We decided it was better to introduce new
organization in the team.
Conclusions
 Igor will remain to work in the Back – end. Main responsibility will be to provide services for the android team, since the
most of the services for the web application had been done.
 Predrag will focus on the UI of the web application and try to finish the remaining features. Also if there is time, Predrag
should try to optimize the current UI implemented features due to poor performances.
 Dino, Armindo and Andreas will focus on the Android client. Dino will be the leader of the group and the one
responsible for assigning tasks to the other two members of the team. It is recommended that for each task assign Predrag
should be also notified as P.M.
 Andreas will continue working as documentation manager.
 Bal will continue working as QA manager and tester.
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